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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Relevant persons in the case: 

1. The Claimant, Goliath National Bank JSC, is a joint-stock company incorporated under the 

laws of Mercuria. GNB entered the investment after an assignment with the original investor, 

MFNB. 

2. The Respondent, is the Republic of Laoc. A small, developed state, Member State of 

ASNEC.  Due to the Coal Directive adopted by ASNEC, it was obliged to phase-out the coal-

fired power plants on its territory.  

3. MFNB, is a Joint-stock company incorporated in Mercuria, original investor in the T-1 

powerplant. After complication arose with it’s lender, it completed an assignment, giving 

GNB the investment. 

4. ASNEC, an international organization with legislative power over its Member States. 

Mercuria and the Republic of Laoc are Member States ASNEC.  

 

Timeline of the investment 

5. In the 2000’s: Several devastating floods shook the region  

6. 10 December 2010: MFNB invested 600 million USD in T-1.  

7. 3 February 2012: ASNEC was founded as an international organization with legislative 

power over the member states  
8. 25 September 2014: T-1 was commissioned and became fully operational. 

9. 11 January 2016: Laoc along with other ASNEC countries joined the Seoul Agreement. 

(Date of Laocan ratification) 

10. 17 February 2016: ASNEC enacted Directive 83/2016, capping emissions in the ASNEC 

region, and outlawing the continual function of coal fuelled power plants after 2028.  

11. 6 July 2016: The Laocan Parliament adopted Law 66/2016 as an obligation under the 

ASNEC Founding Charter 

12. 5 December 2016: The Laocan Parliament adopted Law 72/2016 establishing a feed-in tariff 

scheme promoting renewable energy sources and providing alternative investment for owners 

of coal-fired generations.  

13. 1 July 2017: MFNB and Claimant entered into an Assignment Agreement, through which 

Claimant purchased the MFNB’s investment.  
14. 31 January 2019: Claimant submitted its Notice of Arbitration and appointed Mr. Mason as 

its Arbitrator.  

15. 28 February 2019: Respondent submitted its Response to the Notice of Arbitration and 

appointed Ms. Gwenaelle as its arbitrator.  

16. 2 June 2019: Respondent became aware of Mr. Mason's appointments and his interview via 

the publication of the article of International Arbitration News. 

17. 3 June 2019: Mr. Mason retweeted the article of International Arbitration News. 
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18. 16 June 2019: Respondent filed a Notice of Challenge of Mr. Mason. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS  

 

ARGUMENTS ON JURISDICTION 

 

1. Issue 1: Claimant lacks standing in the present proceedings, because it does not have a 

protected investment under the Treaty, and MFNB’s claim was not validly transferred to 

Claimant. The investment does not qualify as a protected investment because it does not fulfil 

the requirements of the Salini test, and it is not associated with any economic activity in the 

energy sector either. The assignment of the claim was invalid because Claimant did not obtain 

Respondent's consent and the assignment was made in bad faith. 

2. Issue 2: Mr. Mason lacks impartiality and independence. He shows the existence of an issue 

conflict. He has advocated his opinion on issues raised in the present case on several 

occasions and failed to disclose these circumstances. A reasonable person would conclude 

that Mr. Mason has a firm belief on the issues of the present case. Moreover, Mr. Mason’s 

exclusion would even be beneficial for the proceeding and the parties. Therefore, he should be 

removed from the Tribunal. 

 

ARGUMENTS ON THE MERITS 

 

1. Issue 3: The legal obligation to phase-out coal-fired generations stems from the Coal 

Directive of ASNEC. The Coal Directive was moved by the Seoul Agreement, which was 

also propagated by ASNEC. Respondent had no alternative but to implement the Coal 

Directive and phase-out the coal-fired power plants. Therefore, the phase-out cannot be 

attributed to Respondent. 

 

3. Issue 4: Respondent’s measures were necessary for preserving human life, predictable for 

observant investors, and even supportive to former investors in the coal industry. Claimant 

cannot lawfully demand any compensation for their investment. They invested in a stage, 

where no legitimate expectations were present regarding the T-1, and all measures disputed 

had already been passed. Respondent also initiated a support scheme, to ease losses of their 

investors. Claimant refused to take part in this scheme. 
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ARGUMENTS ON JURISDICTION 

I. Claimant lacks standing in the present proceedings 

2. Respondent submits, that Claimant has no standing in the present proceedings because GNB 

has not made an investment under the EIT (A) and the claim was not validly transferred to 

Claimant (B). 

3. There are three separate Investors and separate Investments in the present case. The first 

Investor was Mountaintop that invested in the construction and operation of the T1 Power 

Plant. The investment here is basically the power plant itself.  

4. The second investor was MFNB that invested in the power plant as well, therefore becoming 

an indirect investor. As it will be shown in the present memorial, the protection of MFNB’s 

investment under the EIT is disputable.  

5. The third investor is Claimant, who purchased the debt owed to MFNB by Mountaintop 

which transaction is a mere financial investment driven by the financial institution’s
1
 financial 

considerations. The purpose of the EIT is to protect investments in the Energy Sector, 

therefore such financial agreements do not fall under the scope of the treaty’s protection. 

A. Claimant has not made a protected investment under the EIT 

6. Claimant invoked article X. of the EIT to bring its claim to the Tribunal. In order for a 

Claimant to be able to submit its claim, the dispute has to be related to investments protected 

under the treaty.
2
 

7. In investment Treaty Arbitration the most crucial concept is that of the Investment itself. The 

most widely accepted set of criteria was elaborated in the Salini case
3
 and was later reinforced 

by a number of ICSID and non-ICSID Tribunals
4
. Although the test is not binding upon this 

Tribunal, it can serve as a persuasive guidance in the present csae. The term Investment is 

also defined by the Treaty itself. Article I. (1) requires that the investment must be associated 

with an Economic Activity in the Energy Sector.  

8. Subsequently Claimant would have to prove that its investment fulfils the requirements of the 

Salini case and that its investment is associated with economic activity in the Energy Sector.  

                                                           
1
 SF para. 30. 

2
 EIT. Article X. (1) 

3
 Salini 

4
 See e.g. Joy Mining, Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banka, and Romak  
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9. Based on the above Respondent submits that Claimant has not made an investment under the 

EIT because Claimant’s investment does not fulfil the requirement of the Salini test (1), and 

Claimant’s investment is not associated with Economic Activity in the Energy Sector (2).  

1. Claimant’s investment does not fulfil the requirements of the Salini test 

10. The first case in which the Tribunal considered the different approaches to the term 

investment under the ICSID convention was the Fedax case.
5
 The Tribunal found that  

11. “The basic features of an investment have been described as involving a certain duration, a 

certain regularity of profit and return, assumption of risk, a substantial commitment and a 

significance for the host State’s development.”
6
  

12. This finding was later taken up by the Salini Tribunal and with certain amendments became 

known as the Salini test
7
. Later the Salini test was utilized by a PCA Tribunal functioning 

under UNCITRAL Rules in the Romak case, where the Tribunal based the application of the 

test on the Preamble of the underlying Switzerland-Uzbekistan BIT stating that the 

13. “Arbitral Tribunal needs to construe the term “investments” in its context and in light of the 

object and purpose of the BIT. In this regard, the Arbitral Tribunal attaches importance to the 

BIT’s preamble […].”
8
 

14. Therefore, Respondent submits that this Tribunal shall apply the requirements set forth in the 

Salini test to decide whether Claimant has a protected investment under the EIT.  

15. The establishment of a protected investment is based on the following criteria: (1) 

contribution of money or assets, (2) assumption of risk, (3) a certain duration, and an 

additional fourth (4) contribution to the Host State’s economy.  

a. Contribution of money or assets  

16. As for the first requirement Respondent acknowledges that Claimant indeed paid a certain 

amount of money under the Assignment Agreement
9
 to purchase MFNB’s investment.  

b. Assumption of risk  

17. As for the assumption of risk Respondent submits that the risk of investing implies more than 

the general risk.
10

 Rather, it means the commitment of capital that will have to amortise over a 

                                                           
5
 IIL p. 506. 

6
 Fedax para. 43. 

7
 Salini para. 52. 

8
 Romak para 206.  

9
 Assignment Agreement Section 2.1. 

10
 IIL p. 512.  
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long time, and which will therefore make the investor especially liable to political changes
11

. 

In this regard, Respondent submits that Claimant did not commit any capital to the 

investment, that could amortise.  

18. The investment of MFNB was worth USD 600,000,000
12

 at the time of the signature of the 

Financing Agreement. Although it is acknowledged by Respondent, that the market value of 

the pledge (T1) might have dropped by 50 % according to the market experts engaged by 

Mountaintop
13

, it still worth twice the USD 150,000,000
14

 consideration that was paid by 

Claimant to MFNB for the rights assigned under the Assignment Agreement. This means that 

Claimant purchased and investment that is worth significantly more then, its purchase price, 

and therefore Claimant has no financial risk in the deal.   

19. On the contrary, knowing that Mountaintop was unable to pay, Claimant only assumed 

processual risks when purchasing the Financing Agreement, as the only obstacle it has to 

overcome to generate profit is the Arbitration proceeding itself.  

c. Certain duration 

20. As for the certain duration, authorities consider a period of two to five years sufficient
15

. The 

Assignment Agreement was signed on the 1 of July 2017
16

 and Claimant submitted its NoA 

on the 31 of January 2019
17

. Therefore, Respondent submits that the duration requirement of 

the Salini test is not met under the circumstances of the present case.  

d. Claimant’s investment does not contribute to the economy of 

Respondent 

21. The requirement of the contribution to the economy of Respondent was also elaborated by the 

Salini Tribunal along with the RFCC
18

 Tribunal. According to the Salini Tribunal the 

requirement can be added “in reading of the Convention‘s Preamble“
19

. The Preamble of the 

EIT is very similar in wording to that of the ICSID convention. Both treaties are agreed upon 

having regard to the importance of economic development.  

22. In the present case Claimant is a financial institution that purchased part of MFNB’s 

investment portfolio. After the purchase, Claimant did not commit any further capital, and as 
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 Dolzer/Schreuer 21–22. 
12
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it will be shown in section I.A.2. of the present Memorandum, it did not influence the 

Economic Activity of T1 in any way.  

23. Claimant’s investment is a mere financial decision that has a negative effect, if any on the 

economy of Respondent. This can be easily shown if the Tribunal examines the circumstances 

of the present dispute without taking into consideration the effect of the Assignment 

Agreement. Had the Agreement never happened, the Claimant in the present proceedings 

would be MFNB, and all other circumstances of the case would be equivalent to the ones of 

the present proceeding.  

24. This shows to the Tribunal, that the mere purchase of the debt has no effect on the economy 

of Respondent, and therefore should not be considered to be a protected investment under the 

EIT.  

25. Subsequently, Respondent submits that Claimant’s investment does not fulfil the 

requirements of the Salini test because Claimant did not assume any risk in connection with 

the investment, its investment does not fulfil the certain duration requirement and it does not 

Contribute to the economy of respondent.  

2. Claimant’s investment is not associated with Economic Activity in the 

energy sector  

26. As it was shown above, for an investment to qualify for the protection of the EIT it has to be 

associated with Economic Activity in the Energy Sector
20

. Such activity is defined in Article 

I. (3) of the treaty as  

27. “an economic activity concerning the exploration, extraction, refining, production, 

processing, utilisation, storage, land transport, transmission, distribution, trade, financing, 

marketing, or sale of any energy resources (including natural resources), materials, 

installations and products.” 

28. Article I. (5) of the Energy Charter Treaty uses the exact same wording and therefore, 

Claimant might rely on the findings of the Petrobart and the Electrabel cases regarding the 

definition of investments, however the facts of the present case are significantly different. 

Those differences were elaborated by the Energorynok Tribunal when it faced jurisdictional 

questions similar to those of the present case.  

29. The Claimant in the Energorynok case, was “not a shareholder in an entity directly or idirectly 

engaged in the underlying economic activities which [the Tribunals in Amto
21

 and Electrabel] 

found constituted investments”.
22

 This is certainly true in the present case as well.  

                                                           
20

 EIT Article I. (1)  
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30. In the Petrobart case “at all times during the period of the underlying contract, Petrobart had 

full control over its own sales and deliveries and was a full party to the sale and delivery 

contract”. It also “operated or had substantial influence in the operation of the transmission 

lines” and “had substantial influence in the selection of the management operating the 

Investment”
23

.  

31. The Energorynok Tribunal also found that Article 1(6) of the ECT [same in wording as 

Article I. (1) of the EIT.] requires the Investor to own or control the asset
24

. The term “control 

of an investment” is not defined under the EIT. The ECT Understandings define control as 

control in fact determined after an examination of the actual circumstances in each situation. 

It further adds that in any such examination all relevant factors should be considered, 

including the Investor’s (a) financial interest in the investment, (b) ability to exercise 

substantial influence over the management and operation of the investment, and (c) ability to 

exercise substantial influence over the selection of members of the board of directors or any 

the managing body.
25

 

32. The situation of Claimant in the present proceedings can be compared to the one in 

Energorynok case. Claimant as a financial institution has a financial interest in recovering the 

debt it purchased, but it has no financial interest in the economic activity it claims its 

investment arises out of. Claimant also have no ability to exercise substantial influence of the 

management and operation of T1. The investor having that ability is Mountaintop.  

33. Claimant also has no right to exercise any influence over the selection of members of the 

board of directors or any other managing body involved in the operation of T1.  

B. The claim was not validly transferred by MFNB to Claimant 

34. Respondent submits that the claim was not validly transferred by MFNB to Claimant because 

Respondent did not give its consent to the assignment (1) and the assignment was an abuse of 

rights (2). 

1. Respondent did not give its consent to the assignment  

35. International investment arbitration “emerged by interpreting the arbitration clause in 

[investment treaties] as a unilateral offer by host States that can be accepted by investors from 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
21

 Amto. Final Award of 26 March 2008. 
22

 Energorynok para. 86.  
23

 Energorynok para. 87.  
24

 Energorynok para 89. 
25
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the other contracting State by merely instituting arbitral proceedings”
26

.  Therefore, 

investment arbitration heavily relies on the unilateral offer to arbitrate given by sovereign host 

states.
27

 The states can regularly dictate the permissible scope of their consent through the 

definition of qualifying investor and qualifying investment
28

.  

36. The importance of consent cannot be over-emphasized as it is ‘the cornerstone of the 

jurisdiction of the Centre”.
29

 

37. Taking into account the nature of investor–State arbitration, any determination of the 

existence of consent involves interpretation of international treaties in question and the 

relevant arbitration rules.
30

 For example the Tribunal in the Amco Asia case found that “[a] 

convention to arbitrate is not to be construed restrictively, nor as a matter of fact broadly or 

liberally.”
31

  

38. In the present case Respondent immediately, in its Response to the NoA raised an objection 

on the grounds of the lack of consent to arbitration.
32

 The Mihaly Tribunal in this regard 

stated that ”the question of jurisdiction of an international instance involving consent of a 

sovereign State deserves a special attention at the outset of any proceeding against a State 

Party to an international convention creating the jurisdiction”.
33

 This is therefore a very 

delicate issue, as Jan Paulsson stated “a single incident of an adventurist arbitrator going 

beyond the proper scope of his jurisdiction in a sensitive case may generate backlash”.
34

  

39. In article X. of the EIT Respondent gave its consent to arbitration with regard to disputes 

related to Investments protected under the treaty
35

. Any qualifying investor holding a 

qualifying investment under the treaty therefore has the right to initiate arbitral proceedings 

against Respondent.   

40. In the present case it is acknowledged by Claimant, that Mountaintop is an investor with an 

investment protected by the EIT. It is debatable, whether MFNB’s investment qualifies for the 

protection of the treaty. This issue would need a thorough examination in separate 

proceedings to be decided.  
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27
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41. However, Claimant as shown above in section I.A. clearly is not to be considered a qualifying 

investor as it has no qualifying investment. This means that Claimant is not included in the 

scope of consent included in Article X. of the EIT. Therefore, in order for Claimant to have 

standing in the present proceedings, based on the principles of investment arbitration
36

 , 

Claimant would have to obtain Respondent’s consent to the Arbitration in another form.  

42. If Claimant had obtained Respondent’s consent in connection with the Assignment of the 

investment and the Claim, the validity of that consent as an offer to arbitrate would need 

further examination by this Tribunal. However, based on the terms of the Financial 

Agreement, Claimant did not obtain such consent.  

43. Claimant might argue that based on Article 7. of the Financing Agreement no consent was 

necessary. However, that Article specifically states that “no consent from the Borrower or the 

Guarantor is necessary” for an assignment. The Borrower in terms of the Agreement is T1 and 

the Guarantor is Mountaintop.  

44. Therefore, this Article has no effect on the necessary consent to arbitrate that would have had 

to be obtained by Claimant.  

45. Subsequently, based on the above Respondent submits, that the Assignment is invalid because 

although necessary, no consent was obtained from Respondent.  

2. The assignment was an abuse of rights under the Financial Agreement 

46. The Société Générale Tribunal found that although transfers of rights that give rise to claims 

under a treaty can take place, the question of nationality sets limits to the application of 

investment treaties to those transactions
37

. One such limit was that “the transaction in question 

must be a bona fide transaction”
38

. The transaction In question in the present case is the 

Assignment Agreement.  

47. Goh suggests
39

, that based on an analogy from English assignment cases
40

 the Tribunal must 

examine how the assignment benefits the assignor and the assignee.  

48. In the present case it is stated that MFNB, the assignor found itself in a difficult situation 

caused by the lack of liquidity. That is clearly the reason why it sold its investment portfolio. 

In this regard it is obvious that without those problems MFNB’s main interest would have 

been the pursuit of the original credit given to Mountaintop.  
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49. Considering the sums of the original Financing agreement and the Assignment Agreement it 

can be stated that by assigning its rights under the Financing Agreement to Claimant, MFNB 

lost close to USD 450,000,000, therefore the Agreement clearly did not benefit the Assignor 

MFNB.  

50. As it was stated above, Claimant is a financial institution
41

, that has purchased the investment 

well below its market value
42

. Therefore, Claimant is to be considered a mere financial 

investor only considering its own financial interests.  

51. Considering the facts of the case it seems that Claimant has never shown any interest in the 

returns of the core investment (the construction and operation of T1), rather it views the 

Assignment as a very cheap financial investment with no additional costs and high 

profitability. 

52. Based on the above Respondent submits, that the assignment of the claim was invalid, 

because Respondent did not give consent for the assignment of the claim (1) and the 

assignment agreement was made in bad faith (2).  

53. Conclusion on Issue I.: Claimant lacks standing in the present proceedings because it does 

not have a protected investment under the EIT and the assignment of the claim from MFNB to 

Claimant was invalid.  

                                                           
41

 See 1.  
42
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II. Mr. Mason should be excluded from the tribunal, as there are justifiable doubts as to 

his impartiality and independence 

54. Mr. Mason does not appear as impartial and independent. As Mr. Mason did not resign, 

Respondent initiated a challenge procedure,
43

 in order to ensure the enforceability of the 

arbitral award of the present proceeding.  Mr. Mason pre-judged on the issues of the present 

case. He has given a firm standpoint on the issues raised in the present arbitration and 

especially the effects of the Coal Directive and its implementation. Furthermore, Mr. Mason 

failed to give a proper disclosure of these circumstances. 

55. Claimant has already appointed a replacement arbitrator in the event of a successful challenge 

of Mr. Mason,
44

 who is already involved in the proceeding, receiving all submissions from the 

parties.
45

 Thus, Mr. Mason should not remain in the Tribunal. In fact, him serving as an 

arbitrator compromises the viability of an undisputedly significant case, as it may result in the 

unenforceability of the award in the future. 

56. There are various ircumstances that compromise the impartiality and independence of Mr. 

Mason.
46

 Therefore, Mr. Mason must be removed from the Tribunal for the following 

reasons: the circumstances constitute an issue conflict (A), Mr. Mason breached his disclosure 

obligation (B), the accumulation of the previous circumstances give rise to justifiable doubts 

as to Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence (C), and that Mr. Mason’s replacement 

would safeguard a proper proceeding (D). 

A. The circumstances constitute an issue conflict  

57. According to Article X of the EIT, the arbitral Tribunal in the present proceedings shall be 

established in accordance with the UNCITRAL Rules of 2010. According to Article 12 (1) of 

the UNCITRAL Rules, an arbitrator can only be challenged if circumstances exist that give 

rise to justifiable doubts as to the arbitrator’s impartiality or independence. Therefore, Mr. 

Mason must be excluded from the Tribunal if the circumstances give rise to justifiable doubts 

as to his impartiality or independence. 

58. In international investment arbitration, the justifiable doubts test is an objective test.
47

  The 

standard is determined by whether “a reasonable, fair-minded and informed person would 

conclude that the circumstances of the case have given rise to justifiable doubts as to the 
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arbitrator's impartiality”.
48

  This interpretation was also upheld by recent caselaw, e.g. in Vito 

Gallo v. Canada.
49

 

59. The concept of issue conflicts is a well-known and significant question in international 

investment arbitration. Issue conflicts can be interpreted in connection with the impartiality of 

the arbitrator. Issue conflicts constitute perhaps the most significant matter affecting the 

credibility of investor-State arbitration.
50

 The danger of an issue conflict is that is “is based on 

a concern that an arbitrator will not approach an issue impartially, but rather with a desire to 

conform to his or her own view”.
51

  

60. Issue conflicts concern the impartiality of the arbitrator.
52

 Contrary to independence, 

impartiality “concerns the absence of a bias or predisposition toward one of the parties”.
53

 An 

issue conflict requires “an appearance of pre-judgment of an issue likely to be relevant to the 

dispute” and “on which the parties have a reasonable expectation of an open mind”.
54

 

61. Therefore, there is an issue conflict regarding Mr. Mason, as there is there is an appearance of 

pre-judgment of Mr. Mason of issues likely to be relevant to the dispute (1), and the parties 

have a reasonable expectation of an open mind on the concerned issues (2). 

1. There is an appearance of pre-judgment of Mr. Mason of issues likely to be 

relevant to the dispute 

62. Mr. Mason has already pre-judged the issues raised in the present case. He served and is 

currently serving as an arbitrator in two cases that are almost identical to the present 

proceeding. Furthermore, he also expressed his opinion on the issues after the occurrence of 

the events leading up to the present arbitration.  

63. There is an appearance of pre-judgement present by Mr. Mason in the present proceeding, for 

the following reasons: Mr. Mason has been and is currently involved in arbitral proceedings 

identical to the present proceeding (a), Mr. Mason has numerously advocated his firm 

standpoint on climate change investment arbitrations (b). 
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a. Mr. Mason has been and is currently involved in arbitral proceedings 

identical to the present proceeding 

64. Mr. Mason was appointed by parties as an arbitrator several times in the past and is currently 

participating in arbitral proceedings as an arbitrator. Recently, he has been involved in a 

handful of investment arbitrations concerning the implementation of climate change treaties, 

specifically in the ASNEC region.
55

 

65. In addition to the present proceeding, Mr. Mason participated in the case Hewer Plants, a 

recently terminated arbitral proceeding between Hewer Plants JSC and Wellfalcon, another 

ASNEC member state. He is currently serving as an arbitrator in case C-Energy, initiated by 

C-Energy LLC against Wellfalcon.
56

 

66. The three proceedings concern the same legal issues, namely the effects of the national 

implementation of the Coal Directive on the EIT, the attributability of the Coal Directive to 

ASNEC, the same investment treaty (the EIT) and even the principle of fair and equitable 

treatment. Claimant may refer to the differences of the issues raised in the cases; however, the 

similarities outweigh the differences in significance. As the cases were initiated between 

different parties, naturally they concern the measures of different states. However, the 

Tribunal in Hewer Plants even ruled on the exact same issues that are raised in the present 

proceeding.
57

 

67. The cases even have similar factual bases, as they were initiated pursuant to the adoption and 

transposition of the Coal Directive by an ASNEC member state, and the state measures 

involve the phase-out of coal-fuelled power plants in all three proceedings.
58

  

68. In consequence to the significant similarities of the cases, the issues raised in Hewer Plants 

and C-Energy will likely be relevant in the present proceeding as well. It is evident that Mr. 

Mason pre-judged on the given issues, as he participated in the rendering of the award in 

Hewer Plants. 

b. Mr. Mason has numerously advocated his firm standpoint on climate 

change investment arbitrations 

69. Mr. Mason is a well-known practitioner of investment law. However, this does not justify that 

he has previously formulated his opinion on the issues raised in the present proceedings, as 
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well as given a clear value judgement on the award rendered in Hewer Plants, reinforcing his 

standpoint on the given issues. 

70. The fact that Mr. Mason made comments in an interview on the viability of climate change 

arguments raised by states in an investment law perspective approximately two months after 

being appointed as an arbitrator in Hewer Plants,
59

 taken into context with his tweet, calling 

the award in Hewer Plants “ground-breaking”,
60

 an appearance of pre-judgement surely arises 

in the eyes of the challenging party,
61

 moreover, a reasonable third-party. 

71. Formulating and expressing legal opinions is considered as a form of “issue conflicts”. It is 

acknowledged by the case law that challenges involving arbitrators’ past expressions of 

general views on substantive legal issues – either in scholarly or professional writings or in 

lectures or remarks at professional meetings – are not per se upheld.
62

 However, in the present 

case there is a more significant connection present between the arbitrator and the issues, 

namely Mr. Mason’s pre-judgement. 

72. Mr. Mason partook in an interview at The Arbitration Station, a prominent podcast in the field 

of arbitration law on 9
th

 May 2018, two months after his appointment in Hewer Plants on 16
th

 

March 2018.
63

 Besides giving career advice to young practitioners, the interview included Mr. 

Mason’s opinion on newly emerging trends in international arbitration, specifically “climate 

change arbitration”.
64

 

73. When asked about the developing branch of climate change arbitration, Mr. Mason stated that 

“I do not see how climate change adds anything new to the debate in investment law that 

would make it worthwhile for the next generation to rehearse the police powers arguments 

again”.
65

 This statement, when put into context, comprises Mr. Mason’s firm opinion on the 

viability of climate change arguments raised by states. The interview took place after the 

appointment of Mr. Mason in Hewer Plants, meaning that he was aware of the events of the 

Coal Directive. From this perspective, Mr. Mason’s statements can only be viewed as him 

sharing his standpoint on the issues. Furthermore, he emphasised his opinion, when he later 

stated that “Understanding a project from the financial side is what helps to find a right 

solution for a case”.
66
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74. Respondent has also raised concerns regarding a tweet Mr. Mason published after the award 

in the case Hewer Plants had been rendered. In this tweet, Mr. Mason gave his value 

judgement on the award, calling it “ground-breaking”.
67

 

75. The meaning of the word “ground-breaking” can be interpreted in different ways. The most 

important is to assess the comment in the context of the events leading up to it. Mr. Mason got 

involved in an arbitration concerning the implementation of the Coal Directive, then publicly 

announced his standpoint on the issues, and finally, when the award rendered by the tribunal 

in Hewer Plants ruled in favour of the host state regarding the climate change arguments, he 

publicly called the award ground-breaking. 

76. The issues discussed in the interview are likely to be relevant in the present proceeding, as 

they are both related to effects of climate change arguments in investment law. Furthermore, 

the tweet of Mr. Mason is a value judgement of the case of Hewer Plants, which is essentially 

identical to the present case. As seen above, both circumstances show an appearance of 

prejudgement, as they involve Mr. Mason expressing his firm opinion on the issues several 

times. In conclusion, there is there is an appearance of pre-judgment of Mr. Mason of issues 

likely to be relevant to the dispute. 

2. The parties have a reasonable expectation of an open mind on the concerned 

issues 

77. The circumstances constitute an issue conflict if the parties have a reasonable expectation of 

an open mind, meaning that considering the objective reasonableness of the challenging 

party's concern, it can be deduced that a reasonable observer would not believe that 

Respondent has a chance to convince Mr. Mason to change his mind on the same legal 

concept pre-judged by him.
68

 

78. The circumstances must be regarded from the perspective that they constitute a consequent 

chain of events, involving Mr. Mason reaffirming his firm opinion on several occasions on the 

issues raised in the present case. 

79. Mr. Mason was appointed as an arbitrator in Hewer Plants, when he became familiar with the 

issues of the Coal Directive.
69

 Two months after his appointment, he gave his opinion on said 

issues. Subsequently, the Tribunal rendered an award in line with Mr. Mason’s opinion.
70
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Finally, Mr. Mason called the award favouring his ideas “ground-breaking”.
71

 Pursuant to 

these events, he was appointed as an arbitrator in two proceedings concerning the same legal 

issues. 

80. It is evident that all of Mr. Mason’s actions leading up to the Notice of Challenge firmly point 

in the direction that he maintained his opinions and preconceptions. All cases must be 

assessed solely on their merits. Mr. Mason is not only influenced by the arguments of the 

previous case, but he demonstrated a resilience to not be persuaded about his standpoint. 

Thus, a reasonable third party would conclude that Mr. Mason lacks an open mind, and in 

addition to the aforementioned circumstances, he shows the existence of an issue conflict. 

B. Mr. Mason breached his disclosure obligation 

81. The aforementioned situations in themselves give rise to justifiable doubts as to Mr. Mason’s 

impartiality and independence, therefore, these situations should have been subject to 

disclosure. The fact that Mr. Mason did not disclose these situations entails that he should be 

removed from the Tribunal. The lack of disclosure raises justifiable doubts, even more so, 

when taken together with the other circumstances. Mr. Mason breached his disclosure 

obligation, which shows an appearance of bias and partiality. 

82. When a person is approached in connection with his or her possible appointment as an 

arbitrator, he or she shall disclose any circumstances likely to give rise to justifiable doubts as 

to his or her impartiality or independence.
72

 Mr. Mason accepted his appointment as an 

arbitrator
73

 and declared his impartiality and independence seemingly in the light that there 

are no circumstances that would raise justifiable doubts.
74

 Subsequently, Respondent became 

aware of some of the affiliations of Mr. Mason to the proceedings concerning the Coal 

Directive.
75

 Mr. Mason only made any form of disclosure regarding these circumstances after 

he received Respondent’s Notice of Challenge.
76

 

83. As seen above, the situation raised by Respondent constitute sufficient grounds for the 

challenge to be upheld, therefore, Mr. Mason violated the procedural rules when he did not 

disclose his appointments and interview. 

84. Under Art. 11. of the UNCITRAL Rules, the circumstances which should be disclosed are 

those that are ‘likely to give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality or independence,’ 
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and thus, constitute the bases for challenge. An arbitrator has an obligation to disclose facts 

which meet the test of justifiable doubts under the UNCITRAL Rules.
77

 Non-disclosure in 

itself “creates an appearance of bias and may of itself be a ground for disqualification even 

though the non-disclosed facts or circumstances would not of themselves justify 

disqualifications”.
78

 Moreover, in the present proceeding, the undisclosed circumstances do 

give rise to justifiable doubts. 

85. Even though the articles are publicly available, Mr. Mason should have disclosed them, as it 

is the duty of the arbitrator to investigate potential sources of bias, not the parties. “An 

arbitrator is under a duty to make reasonable enquiries to identify any conflict of interest, as 

well as any facts or circumstances that may reasonably give rise to doubts as to his or her 

impartiality or independence”.
79

 

86. Even though the articles are publicly available, Mr. Mason should have disclosed them, as it 

is the duty of the arbitrator to investigate potential sources of bias, not the parties. “An 

arbitrator is under a duty to make reasonable enquiries to identify any conflict of interest, as 

well as any facts or circumstances that may reasonably give rise to doubts as to his or her 

impartiality or independence”.
80

 Thus, Mr. Mason should have disclosed the articles in the 

beginning, as they constitute facts that reasonably give rise to justifiable doubts. If 

Respondent had not found the article, Mr. Mason’s appointments and interview would not 

have arisen in the case, threatening the viability of the entire proceeding, with the risk of the 

circumstances emerging later. Mr. Mason could not have been unaware of the circumstances 

referred to by Respondent, as he was serving as an arbitrator in the proceedings. 

87. Even if Mr. Mason believed that the referred circumstances would not give rise to justifiable 

doubts, he should have disclosed them, as his appointments and interview are closely linked 

to the present proceeding. The fact that Respondent was the one to discover them shows a 

general sign of lack of good faith in the eyes of a reasonable third party. It would have been 

the natural obligation of the arbitrator to conduct reasonable enquiries, which he omitted. 

Therefore, the non‐disclosure is sufficient to sustain the exclusion of Mr. Mason from the 

Tribunal.
81

 “Any doubt as to whether an arbitrator should disclose certain facts or 

circumstances should be resolved in favour of disclosure.”
82
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88. Mr. Mason violated the procedural rules considering his disclosure obligation. He failed to 

disclose highly relevant circumstances that give rise to justifiable doubts as to his impartiality 

and independence. Moreover, even if in his eyes, the circumstances did not amount to 

justifiable doubts, he should have disclosed them. Therefore, his lack of disclosure gives rise 

to justifiable doubts in the eyes of a reasonable, fair-minded and informed person. Thus, Mr. 

Mason should be removed from the Tribunal. 

C. The accumulation of the previous circumstances give rise to justifiable doubts as 

to Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence 

89. The circumstances invoked by Respondent in themselves give rise to justifiable doubts as to 

Mr. Mason’s impartiality and independence. Even if the Tribunal finds that the circumstances 

in isolation are not sufficient, taken together, the accumulation of said situations amount to 

the level of justifiable doubts. Taking together circumstances is always relevant when 

assessing the admissibility of a challenge based on numerous circumstances. 

90. Considering that said situations must be assessed from the perspective of a reasonable third 

party, if subsequent circumstances arise that might give rise to doubts of bias, it must be 

considered whether the factors taken together reach the level of justifiable doubts.
83

  

91. As seen above in sections I. (A)-(B), Mr. Mason’s appointments, expressed opinions and way 

of disclosure already raise doubts regarding his impartiality in the eyes of a reasonable, fair-

minded and informed third party. Furthermore, these circumstances are closely linked 

together, as his opinions concern the issues of the proceedings, as well as his participation in 

the given tribunals. Therefore, the cumulative effect of the circumstances is even more 

evident, consequently to the assessment of issue conflicts by the case law. E.g. in the 

CC/Devas case, the challenge was upheld pursuant to a similar chain of events, the arbitrator 

affirming an opinion academically and in practice as well.
84

 

92. In conclusion, in the present case, the ensemble of the circumstances mentioned by 

Respondent surely amounts to the level of justifiable doubts as to Mr. Mason’s impartiality 

and independence. 

D. Mr. Mason’s replacement would safeguard a proper proceeding 

93. The benefits of the removal of Mr. Mason outweigh the risks posed by him remaining in the 

Tribunal. The parties agreed to the involvement of a replacement arbitrator in the proceeding, 

while his presence in the Tribunal may jeopardize the enforceability of the award rendered at 
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the end of the present proceeding. Therefore, Mr. Mason should be removed from the 

Tribunal. 

94. After receiving the Notice of Challenge, Claimant appointed Ms Madeleine Perle as a 

potential replacement of Mr Mason.
85

 Ms. Perle receives all submissions of the parties, as 

well as she is present during the oral hearings. When agreeing on the appointment of a 

potential replacement arbitrator, the parties have already expressed their standpoint on the 

primacy of the efficiency of the proceedings over their need for confidentiality. Therefore, 

Mr. Mason’s removal would guarantee a proper proceeding, as it would not pose any 

procedural or temporal obstacles, however the issue of the challenge would be settled. Thus, 

Mr. Mason should be removed from the Tribunal. 

95. Conclusion on Issue 2: Mr. Mason should be removed from the Tribunal, as there are 

circumstances that give rise as to his impartiality and independence. Mr. Mason pre-judged on 

the issues raised in the present proceeding and he shows the appearance of a closed mind in 

the eyes of a reasonable person. He advocated his opinion on several occasions and failed to 

disclose these circumstances. Moreover, Mr. Mason’s exclusion would even be beneficial for 

the proceeding and the parties, as the parties have already appointed a potential replacement 

for him. In conclusion, he should be excluded from the Tribunal.  
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ARGUMENTS ON THE MERITS 

III.  The challenged measure is attributable to ASNEC 

96. The legal obligation to phase-out coal-fired generations stems from the Coal Directive of 

ASNEC. The Coal Directive was moved by the Seoul Agreement, which is also an initiation 

of ASNEC. As a result, Respondent was obligated to implement the Coal Directive and 

adopted Law 66/2016 on the phase-out of coal fired power plants.  

97. Considering these elements relevant to the situation, the phase-out of coal-fired power 

generations is attributable to ASNEC as an international organisation with its own legal 

personality. Besides, the phase-out is not attributable to Respondent.  

98. The concept of ‘attribution’ is used to establish whether a given conduct of a subject with 

links to the international organization
86

 is connected to the organization as the doer
87

. If the 

answer is in the affirmative, the conduct will be considered as an act of the international 

organization.
88

 

99. The rules of attribution fully apply to all issues connected to investment treaties.
89

 Attribution 

is a “body of criteria of connection and the conditions”
90

 which can justify the attribution of a 

conduct to a host state “which is allegedly in breach of that state's obligations under the 

IIA”.
91 

 

100. The phase-out was the act of ASNEC (A). Besides, the phase-out is not attributable to 

Respondent (B) because of the lack of supportive actions and the efforts against the adverse 

effects of the phase-out. 

101. Therefore, Respondent submits that the phase-out of coal-fired power plants is attributable to 

ASNEC, not Respondent.  

A. The phase-out was the act of ASNEC  

102. The legal obligation to phase-out coal-fired generations stems from the Coal Directive.  The 

Coal Directive was moved by the Seoul Agreement on climate change. The Seoul Agreement 

was also mainly supported by ASNEC, as it only ASNEC communicated NDC.
92

 Besides, 

Respondent signed the Seoul Agreement only to comply with the ASNEC Founding 
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Charter
93,94

, and because of the ever-increasing pressure of ASNEC and other Member 

States.
95

 

103. In addition, if the implementation of the Coal Directive was attributed to Respondent as a 

Member State, that would deprive ASNEC, as a separate legal entity, of its independence and 

impartiality.
96

 If the actions of ASNEC were attributed to the Member States, they would 

intervene in all decision-making processes due the significant risks involved in actions taken 

by ASNEC.
97

  

104. Respondent submits that the phase-out of coal-fired power plants is attributable to ASNEC, 

because the phase-out was the act of ASNEC. This is because it has competence to take 

actions in connection with environmental policy (1), the implementation of the Coal Directive 

is mandatory (2), according to the ASNEC Founding Charter the implementation of the Coal 

Directive is attributable to ASNEC (3) and all measures related to the phase-out of coal-fired 

power plants were initiated by ASNEC (4).  

1. ASNEC has competence to take actions in connection with environment 

policy  

105. Between 2000 and 2015, the ASNEC countries experienced a massive increase in the number 

of natural disasters.
98

 It was essential to take environmental measures to reduce the number of 

floods. According to the ASNEC Founding Charter, ASNEC has competence to decide what 

action to take in relation to environmental policy
99

 and the ”Member States shall finance and 

implement the environment policy.”
100

  

106. Therefore, it was the competence of ASNEC to take actions against climate change. These 

actions must have been financed and implemented by member states.  

2. The implementation of the Coal Directive was mandatory 

107. ASNEC can adopt directives to exercise its competences
101

, such as taking actions subject to 

environmental policy. ASNEC adopted the Coal Directive as an action against climate 
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change.  The Coal Directive, as to the results to be achieved, is binding upon each member 

state.
102

 Thus, Member States are obligated to reduce their coal emission to 0 by 2028.
103

  

108. Therefore, Respondent had no alternative but to shape its legal framework to fit the 

requirements set by the Coal Directive. 

 

3. Pursuant to the ASNEC Founding Charter the phase-out must be attributed 

to ASNEC 

109. According to Article 120 of the ASNEC Founding Charter ASNEC “enforces or implements 

its legal acts through the organs of its Member States.”
104

 When a Member State implements a 

directive, the attribution of conduct is governed by Article 7 of the Draft articles on the 

responsibility of international organizations.
105

  

110. Based on Article 7 of the DARIO, the conduct of an organ of a State, that is placed at the 

disposal of an international organization, shall be considered an act of the organization if it 

exercises effective control over that conduct. From the view of ‘effective control’, “factual 

circumstances and particular context”
106

 are decisive.
107

  

111. ASNEC “enforces or implements its legal acts through the organs of its Member States”
108

. 

Thus, the conduct of the legislative organ of Respondent is placed at the disposal of ASNEC.  

112. Member States are obligated to achieve the goals set out in the Coal Directive.
109

 Thus, 

Member States have no alternative but to implement the Coal Directive. Consequently, there 

is effective control over the conduct of the legislative organs of the Member States, including 

Respondent. 

113. Therefore, Respondent submits that the phase-out is attributable to ASNEC because of Article 

120 of the ASNEC Founding Charter
110

.  

4. All measures related to the phase-out of coal-fired power plants were 

initiated by ASNEC 
 

114. Attribution is a subjective concept.
111

 Thus, the intention and awareness of ASNEC shall be 

taken into consideration.
112
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115. Respondent signed the Seoul Agreement because of the ever-increasing pressure of ASNEC 

and its member states
113

 and to comply with Article 61 of the ASNEC Founding Charter 

related to environmental policy. Thus, ASNEC initiated the signature of the Seoul Agreement, 

but Respondent didn’t.  

116. Furthermore, when signing the Seoul Agreement ASNEC knew that any kind of actions taken 

in order to comply with the Seoul Agreement would be attributable only to it because of the 

ASNEC Founding Charter.
114,115 

Thus, ASNEC was aware that any legal action subject to 

climate change is attributable to it. 

117.  In addition, only ASNEC communicated NDC under the Seoul Agreement.
116

 Consequently, 

any actions taken in order to comply with the NDC is attributable to ASNEC. 

B. The phase-out is not attributable to Respondent  

118. The phase-out is not attributable to Respondent, because it didn’t take any supportive actions. 

In fact, Respondent made efforts against the adverse effects of the phase-out. All measures 

related to the phase-out were initiated by ASNEC.
117

 Consequently, the phase-out is 

attributable only to ASNEC.  

119. Respondent had to sign the Seoul Agreement to comply with the environmental commitments 

of the ASNEC Founding Charter
118

 (1), had no influence over the result of the Coal Directive 

(2) and had no intention to phase-out the power plants (3). Furthermore, Respondent set the 

maximum deadline for the phase-out possible under the Coal Directive (4) and adopted Law 

72/2016 which may serve as an alternative for investors of coal-fired generations (5). Thus, 

the phase-out of coal-fired generations is not attributable to Respondent.  

1. Respondent had to sign the Seoul Agreement 

120. The ASNEC Founding Charter obliges ASNEC and its Member States to promote measures 

at the international level to deal with regional or worldwide environmental problems, and in 

particular, to combat climate change.”
119

 The Seoul Agreement is a measure at international 

level against climate change and the drastic spike in the number of natural catastrophes.
120
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121. Therefore, Respondent was obliged under the ASNEC Founding Charter to sign the Seoul 

Agreement.  

122. Furthermore, even if Respondent didn’t sign the Seoul Agreement, as a Member State of 

ASNEC it would be still bound by the obligations deriving from the Seoul Agreement.
121

  

123. Consequently, it has no relevance whether Respondent actually did or did not sign the Seoul 

Agreement.   

2. Respondent had no influence over the result of the Coal Directive 

124. The implementation of the Coal Directive is mandatory.
122

 

125. The Coal Directive, as to the result to be achieved, is binding upon each Member State.
123

 

Thus, member states are obligated to reduce their coal emission to 0 by 2028.
124

  

126. Therefore, Respondent was legally obliged to phase-out the coal-fired power plants.  

3. Respondent had no intention to phase-out all power plants  

127. When it comes to attribution, the intention of Respondent has to be taken into 

consideration.
125

 Respondent had no intention to phase-out the power generations. 

128. First, the Council member from Respondent’s state voted against the adoption of the Coal 

Directive, but she was outvoted.
126

  

129. Second, Respondent consulted with owners of coal-fired power plants prior to enacting Law 

66/2016.
127

 However, it ended with no result because of the strict terms of the Coal 

Directive.
128

  

130.  These moves prove the lack of intention of Respondent to phase-out the coal-fired 

generations.  

4. Respondent set the maximum deadline for the phase-out possible under the 

Coal Directive 

131. According to the Coal Directive, coal emission shall be reduced to 0 by 31 December 2028.
129

 

Law 66/2016 provides that coal-fired power plants shall be phased out by 31 December 

2028.
130
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132. Thus, Respondent set the maximum deadline for the phase-out possible under the Coal 

Directive. This provides the gradual reduce
131

 of coal emission and allows investors to 

maximise the returns from their power plants with regard to the circumstances. Therefore, 

Respondent committed everything to reduce the adverse effects of the phase-out affecting the 

investors. 
 

5. Respondent enacted Law 72/2016 providing an alternative option to invest  

133. Law 72/2016 establishes a feed-in tariff scheme. It provides the possibility for owners of coal-

fired power plants to invest into the renewable energy sector. In this case, Respondent offers 

an option of entering into a 20-year energy supply contract at prices substantially above 

market value. This investment would be beneficial for investors.
132

 

134. Thus, Respondent not only allowed investors to maximise the returns from their power 

plants,
133

 but also provided beneficial possibilities for further investments.  

135. Therefore, Respondent didn’t take any supportive action related to the phase-out and 

committed everything in its power to ease its the adverse effects.  

136. Conclusion on Issue 3: The legal obligation to phase-out coal-fired generations stems from 

the Coal Directive of ASNEC. The Coal Directive was moved by the Seoul Agreement, which 

was also propagated by ASNEC. Respondent had no alternative but to implement the Coal 

Directive and phase-out the coal-fired power plants. Therefore, the phase-out cannot be 

attributed to Respondent. 

IV.  Respondent’s measures were in line with the FET standard. 

137. A country’s previous investment should never hold back necessary legislation. Every 

sovereign country has the basic right to legislative freedom.
134

 Respondent’s actions were a 

response to a pending environmental crises. The taken steps were not only necessary, but 

compulsory. 

138. Therefore Claimant submits that Respondent’s measures should not be measured to standards, 

that does not concern them (A), Claimant’s expectations were not legitimate (B), the measures 

were predictable, and foreseeable (C), Even though compensation is not due for Claimant, 

Respondent tried to  compensate Claimant in a sustainable way (D). 
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A. The measures constitute an exception under Article IX of the EIT and therefore 

the FET standard is not applicable. 

139. An IEO article dated 10
th

  December 2010
135

 states that the citizens of Laoc has been 

suffering from the impact of devastating floods all over the country. The EIT made certain 

exceptions for events such as these. The EIT contains every standard, and rule, to which the 

treatment of an investment should be measured. However, the EIT contains article IX, an 

enactment of the principle that a previous tribunal found: “it would be unconscionable for a 

country to promise not to change its legislation as time and needs change, or even more to tie 

its hands by such a kind of stipulation in case a crisis of any type or origin arose”
136

. This 

article IX. Is the list of these crises. These exceptions are put into place, to ensure, that the 

legal regulations could be altered in extraordinary circumstances, without the fear of emerging 

lawsuits, which would cost ASNEC member states substantial amounts of money. 

140. Therefore, respondent submits that 1) Law 66/2016 qualifies as an exception pursuant to 

Article IX(1)(a) of the EIT 2) Law 72/2016 qualifies as an exception is an exception pursuant 

to Article IX(1)(b) of the EIT.  

1. Law 66/2016 constitutes an exception from the EIT under Article IX(1)(a) 

141. Article IX(1)(a) of the EIT states: „The Treaty shall not preclude any Contracting Party from 

adopting or enforcing any measure necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or 

health;”. Law 66/2016 prohibits the continued use of coal fuelled power plants on the territory 

of Laoc. Respondent faced natural disasters in recent years, mainly floods. SF
137

 states that 

eighty-five thousand people have lost their lives only in Laoc, and many other lives have been 

ruined because of the fifty thousand homes these floods destroyed.  The main reason behind 

these floods according to an IEO article
138

 is the continuous use of fossil fuelled power plants, 

and their GHG emissions.  

142. Environmental experts tell us now, that floods are indeed getting heavier because of the 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation, which means, that for every 1 degree C increase in temperature, 

the air can hold about 7% extra water vapour139. This correlates with heavier rainfall in said 
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areas. This proves a correlation between global warming, and the increased floods, that 

occurred in the ASNEC region, as stated in the SF
140

.  

143. GHG emissions are one of the most potent reasons that the climate is changing.
141

 The 

emission levels show a clear correlation between GHG emission levels, and the climate 

changing. Therefore, the most effective measure to make against global warming, is to release 

less GHG to the world. The IPCC’s research found that unless cutting greenhouse gas 

emissions by 45 percent from 2010 levels by 2030, and 100 percent by 2050, a further 2.7 

degree C warming would further devastate the Global Environment142.  Unless GHG 

emissions are cut Respondent could lose more people to the already devastating floods. 

144. The coal fuelled power plants have been a subject of political and environmental debate for 

decades
143

. The reason for its continual existence in the global power mix is that Coal is 

plentiful, and cheap to obtain. Coal burning power plants produce the highest GHG emissions 

of all kind of power plants.￼.   

145. Therefore, we can conclude that fighting the heavy emitter industries is necessary for a 

country as effected by global warming, as Respondent. The measures therefore are necessary 

to maintain the security of human life in the territory of respondent.  

2. Law 72/2016 is an exception is an exception pursuant to Article IX(1)(b) of 

the EIT. 

146. Based on Article IX(1)(b) of the EIT, states that a support measure for any energy materials in 

short supply is possible, and constitutes an exception from the measures of the treaty, given 

that there is no differentiation between the ASNEC member states, and that the measures are 

in place only until the special circumstances are present.  Law 72/2016 is a law on the 

transition from fossil energy to renewables. It could be argued that it is an exception under 

Article IX(1)(a) too, as it helps the transition to emission free green energy, but Article 

IX(1)(b) was tailor made for measures similar to Law 73/2016. In the case of Law 73/2016. 

energy material means electricity.  After 2028 the only type of electricity eligible to use is 

electricity from renewable sources. As of now, it is in short supply. Short supply means that 

the required amount is higher than the available amount. If governmental intervention is not 

made, Laoc would suffer power outages from the phase out.  This being an exception from 
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certain rules is mirrored in GA
144

￼, and several other international documents. Law 72/2016 

’s main aim is to prevent energy shortages after the phase-out of coal fuelled powered plants, 

and therefore it is an exception under Article IX. of the EIT. 

B. Claimant’s expectations are not legitimate 

147. The investors’ legitimate expectations are protected by FET clauses, which oblige host states 

to treat investments of foreign investors fairly and equitably. To constitute a breach of the 

FET standard, the International Thunderbird Gaming tribunal stated that “the concept of 

‘legitimate expectations’ relates […] to a situation where a Contracting Party’s conduct 

creates reasonable and justifiable expectations on the part of an investor (or investment) to act 

in reliance on said conduct, such that a failure by the [state] to honour those expectations 

could cause the investor (or investment) to suffer damages.”
145

 Claimant was never in a 

situation where Respondent created reasonable and justifiable expectations. 

148. The Tecmed tribunal asserted that based on the FET standard investors can legitimately 

expect the host states “to act in a consistent manner, free from ambiguity and totally 

transparently in its relations with the foreign investor, so that it may know beforehand any and 

all rules and regulations that will govern its investments, as well as the goals of the relevant 

policies and administrative practices or directives, to be able to plan its investment and 

comply with such regulations.”
146

 Respondent acted in a consistent manner, Claimant could 

plan within the legal system. Respondent was not in non-compliance with this standard in its 

relation to Claimant. 

149. GNB, the Claimant entered its position in the proceeding because Claimant was moved by 

investment considerations and acted against Respondent in a bad faith, because Claimant 

initiated a legal process on fictitious grounds, Claimant’s legitimate expectations are 

fictitious. 

150. Therefore Respondent submits that Claimant’s only investment is the purchase of MFNB’s 

position (1), Claimant could not have legitimate expectations in relation with the T1 

investment (2), Claimant could only have expectations regarding the appropriateness of the 

proceeding Claimant entered (3) and Claimant acted in bad faith (4). 
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1. GNB purchased its position and did not make the original investment 

151. Mercurian First National Bank JSC (“MFNB”) entered into the financing agreement 

(“Financing Agreement”) with Ticadia-1 LLC on 1 December 2010, this act was the original 

investment. After MFNB started experiencing financial difficulties, allegedly caused by Law 

66/2016 enacted by Respondent, Claimant sold off its rights under the Financing Agreement 

to GNB. In conclusion GNB gained its position in the proceeding after MFNB’s investment 

was concluded and ASNEC’s breach happened. 

2. Claimant could not have legitimate expectations regarding to T-1 investment 

152. As the tribunal in the Saluka case stated: “unfair and inequitable treatment cannot exclusively 

be determined by foreign investors’ subjective motivations and considerations.”
147

 There are 

objective criteria as well: “Their expectations, in order for them to be protected, must rise to 

the level of legitimacy and reasonableness in light of the circumstances.”
148

 In the present 

case circumstances regarding to the subjects of legitimate expectations changed radically, 

when MFNB left the dispute. Claimant cannot expect the circumstances to remain unchanged. 

As it was stated by the tribunal in the Saluka case as well, that can be applied for the present 

situation “no investor may reasonably expect that the circumstances prevailing at the time the 

investment is made remain totally unchanged.”
149

 

153. To understand the situation, we should distinguish between two separate investments. The 

first was made by MFNB when invested into T1 and the second was made GNB when 

purchased the rights and claims of MFNB. 

3. Claimant can only have legitimate expectations regarding the 

appropriateness of the initiated proceedings 

154. As the tribunal in the Tecmed case stated, the obligation to provide fair and equitable 

treatment means: ”to provide to international investments treatment that does not affect the 

basic expectations that were taken into account by the foreign investor to make the 

investment.”
150

 The two investors’ expectations related to utterly different situations. 

Claimant cannot have the same expectations as MFNB had, because when GNB made its 

investment, aware of the different circumstances could only have expectations for the 

appropriateness of the legal process it initiated. In addition, the tribunal in the Lemire case 
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stated that actions or omissions “are contrary to the FET standard if they frustrate legitimate 

and reasonable expectations on which the investor relied at the time when he made the 

investment.”
151

 Claimant cannot have the same legitimate expectations as the original investor 

had, because of the temporal difference between the two financial transaction qualified as 

investments. In the CME case, the tribunal concluded that the Czech Media Council breached 

its obligation of fair and equitable treatment so violated legitimate expectations too “by 

evisceration of the arrangements in reliance upon which the foreign investor was induced to 

invest.”
152

 In the present case this had not happened, because Claimant de facto invested into 

a legal process. 

4. Claimant acted in a bad faith 

155. S.D. Myers
153

, Mondev
154

, ADF
155

 and Loewen
156

 cases suggest and the tribunal in the Waste 

Management case strengthens that “the minimum standard of treatment of FET is infringed by 

conduct attributable to the State and harmful to the claimant if the conduct is arbitrary, grossly 

unfair, unjust or idiosyncratic, is discriminatory and exposes the claimant to sectional or racial 

prejudice, or involves a lack of due process leading to an outcome which offends judicial 

propriety.”
157

 As the consequence of the reciprocity
158

 of the FET’s nature, the same manner 

on the non-state side, would also constitute an infringement of the principles of FET. 

156. Claimant had no legitimate expectancies. Therefore, the initiated lawsuit is an abuse of 

process. Initiating arbitrations for purposes other than the resolution of genuine disputes is a 

clear violation of the spirit of international arbitration law. 

157. In many cases claimant’s motivation is simply to harass and exert pressure on the other 

party.
159

 In the present case Claimant only wants to profit from the arbitration and has no 

motivation to solve the dispute in a sustainable and admissible way. 

158. We conclude, that since Claimant is not the original investor, it could not have legitimate 

expectations regarding the T1 investment and Claimant acted in bad faith, as Claimant’s act 

can be identified as an abuse of process. 
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C. Respondent’s measures were predictable for any observant claimant 

159. The obligation for predictability in itself does not constitute a stability clause160. A stability 

clause would keep legislative framework unaltered for decades.  Legislative freedom is given 

to every sovereign
161

. Countries can’t be expected to wait with legislation for the time they 

are not obliged by FET. Interpreting predictability as a stability clause is therefore a 

questioning of a country‘s sovereignty. According to this interpretation legislation in itself 

would be in itself a breach of FET
162

. 

160.  Legislation, as stated in a 2008 IEO article
163

, had been the same for the past 25 years. This is 

a prolonged period for environmental law to stay the same, especially as in the past 25 years 

there had been several turning points in environment policies.164. Pursuant a 2010 IEO 

article
165

 the Laocan government had been planning to cap emissions from 2010. The same 

year the original financing agreement has been agreed between MFNB and Mountaintop. The 

concern grew exponentially, as the last two decades saw devastating floods in Laoc. This 

means, that the original investment, by MFNB has been made among circumstances of doubt, 

and environmental catastrophes. Furthermore, concern among the Laocan people were rising, 

which is well-documented. According to PO3 the LEU has been growing in popularity since 

2010, which would have given an indication to observant investors. 

161. The forming of ASNEC would have been another indication for the investor, as the 

surrounding countries have been steadily growing their renewable energy sources, according 

to a 2008 IEO article
166

. According to the ASNEC founding charter these surrounding 

countries became ASNEC member states. The ASNEC founding charter Title VI. Article 61, 

obliged ASNEC member states to cooperate against climate change, just as Title VII. Article 

72(1)c) specifically encouraged the development of renewable energy sources. This means, 

that with implementing this document, Laoc had given up his sovereignty in these questions. 

Regardless, the investment continued to be built, with no alteration. This underlines the fact 

that any observant investor would have altered its investment, or stopped altogether, but 

MFNB continued to build the investment.  
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162. Therefore, any measure taken after this, including joining the Seoul Agreement, Directive 

2016/86, and so on, could have been foreseeable for any observant investor. Therefore, 

ignorantia non est argumentum. 

D. Respondent tried to remedy Claimant’s losses in a more sustainable way 

163. Article 7(3) of the ASNEC Directive 2016/86. Strictly forbids member states to pay 

compensation to the owners of the coal fuelled power plants. Article 7(4) mentions the 

possibility of a support scheme, in the energy industry.  

164. Therefore, Respondent submits that Respondent tried to remedy Claimant’s alleged losses. 

E. Respondent tried to maintain a beneficial relationship in the interest of both 

parties 

165. According to the SF
167

, that Law 72/2016 offers the investors affected by the coal phase-out 

an option of entering into a 20-year energy supply contract at prices substantially above 

market value, if they invest into renewable energy sources. This requires a certain amount of 

further investments, but their costs are reduced by several factors. For example, T-1's high 

voltage infrastructure is less than ten years old, and according to Article 2 of Law 66/2016, 

the grid operators are obliged to connect such investments to their grids. Therefore, Claimant 

could cut their costs with the infrastructure T-1. 

166. Furthermore, as the support scheme promises prices “substantially above market levels, for 

twenty years”. Substantially, means “to a large degree” according to the Cambridge 

Dictionary. Although not put in numbers, this promise could be a remedy for Claimant’s 

actual loss. As the original investment amount would have been even in the first twenty years 

on only commercial priced operation according to SF
168

, the “substantially above market 

level” prices would have been enough to make up for their initial losses. 

167. In conclusion, the Support scheme was designed to be beneficial to both parties involved. Its 

aim was to repair the relationship between Respondent and the investors, while remedying 

their losses, and working towards a carbon free Economy. Mutual interest would have 

dictated further cooperation, but Claimant refused such offers. 

168. Conclusion on Issue 4: Respondent’s measures were necessary for preserving human life, 

predictable for observant investors, and even supportive to former investors in the coal 

industry. Claimant cannot lawfully demand any compensation for their investment. They 

invested in a stage, where no legitimate expectations were present regarding the T-1, and all 
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measures listed as problematic had already been passed. Respondent also initiated a support 

scheme, to ease losses of their investors. Claimant refused to take part in this scheme.  
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PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 

 

For the foregoing reasons, Respondent respectfully requests the Tribunal to find that: 

 

1) Claimant lacks standing in the present proceedings, 

 

2) Mr. Mason should be removed from the Tribunal, 

 

3) The challenged measure is attributable to ASNEC, 

 

4) That Respondent acted in line with the FET, and therefore Claimant’s claim is not 

legitimate. 


